Reverse Logistics

Reverse Logistics can be costly, time consuming
and complex. Why not make it easy and let
SEKO ship it back? Our Reverse Logistics team
handles everything from standard returns
and warranties, right through to FDA medical
returns, hazardous materials disposal, asset
recovery and more. In short, we make Reverse
Logistics the simplest part of your job.
With over 120 locations around the globe, we are perfectly positioned to serve your Global supply chain needs.
No matter where you are, there’s a SEKO office nearby - with many of our offices being specially trained to
handle high value shipments such as medical equipment, hardware and electronics.

“We were very pleased with
the level of service provided
by the SEKO team. Barrie and
Maria are extremely good at
the work they do. They handle
the daily volume of requests we
send their way and are always
willing to go the extra mile
when challenging assignments
are encountered. We value our
partnership with SEKO.”
Reta Rue - Wells Fargo
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Warranty Returns

Flexibility

Under our Warranty Returns Program, our specialists

Because we are a non asset based carrier, we have

will manage the return materials authorization,

the flexibility to offer real optimization and save

picking up recalled items and installing new, while

you money.

disposing of defective parts or units at our facility.

Asset Recovery

Green Disposal
Our offices will break down units for sustainable

With some high value equipment, what goes out

disposal - for example separating lead and mercury in

doesn’t always come back. When your demo

medical devices or electronics - and dispose of them in

equipment comes back with missing parts, or doesn’t

an environmentally friendly way. And we’ll provide all

come back at all, SEKO’s Asset Recovery service tracks

the necessary documentation for the process.

down and returns your assets, saving you money and
headaches.

Superior Technology

Military and Government Returns
SEKO has helped customers like the US State
Department and US Customs in asset recovery, and

Our technological expertise gives us the ability to

in redeployment of goods and equipment from danger

download information from your systems, list all of

zones around the world.

your assets, build a database to tell us where they are
located, and then track their movement throughout
your network - right down to the smallest parts.

Reporting
Because data management and logistics management
go hand in hand, we have focused on building
sophisticated reporting capabilities, enabling us to
provide extensive information and documentation
on everything we handle. Because our technology is
better, the value and benefit we provide to our clients

“Today’s meeting was
super-fast and very
positive. We had 100%
on-time deliveries and
99.145% on-time pickups.
Good comments and
overall feedback from the
Reverse Logistics team
and their customers!”

is better.

Customer Service
We strive to know as much about your business as you
do. Our employees engage with you at a deep level,
making your knowledge our knowledge.

Maria Balatsias – Wells Fargo

What next?
To find out more about SEKO’s
Reverse Logistics services, please
email hello@sekologistics.com
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About SEKO Logistics
We provide a suite of logistics services which enable you to use your supply chain as a competitive
differentiator. As a customer centric organization, we are powered by the expertise of our people and our
in-house developed, best in class, customizable technology. It is this combination which gives SEKO its strength.
With over 120 offices in 40 countries worldwide, SEKO’s unique shareholder management model enables
you to benefit from our specific industry sector expertise, coupled with vital in-country knowledge and
unparalleled service at the local level. This unique model provides you with:
•
•
•
•
•

Hands-on service and support
Personal relationships
Creative, customized solutions
Responsiveness and reliability
Flexibility and consistency

We have a flat management structure, with just three layers between you and the CEO, making us ‘fast on our
feet’ in delivering solutions that can meet your exact requirements. This lean and nimble structure increases
our decision-making speed and gives us an ability to implement customized solutions which far exceed those
of our competitors.

AMERICAS: SEKO Logistics, 1100 Arlington Heights Road, Suite 600, Itasca, IL 60143, USA

Email: hello@sekologistics.com Tel: +1 630 919 4800 US Toll Free 1 800 228 2711
EMEA: SEKO Logistics, Birch House, Fairfield Avenue, Staines-upon-Thames, TW18 4AB, United Kingdom

Email: hello@sekologistics.com Tel: +44 (0)1784 417120
ASPAC: SEKO Logistics, Unit 3007 Skyline Tower, 39 Wang Kwong Road, Kowloon Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Email: hello@sekologistics.com Tel: +852 3195 3195

www.sekologistics.com

ANZ: SEKO Logistics, Level 2, 285 Coward St, Mascot NSW 2020, Australia

Email: hello@sekologistics.com Tel: +61 2 9669 4222

